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Introduction
Recently there has been growing interest in optical trapping of functional solids [1] and topological (dis-)order in paraxial wave optics [2, 3] . Transverse modes of light can be simply derived in the paraxial regime, but no simple representation exists for the highly focused beam cases in the presence of an aperture.
Solutions of both paraxial and non-paraxial wave equations can be written down in the form of a sum over a complete basis of orthogonal wave functions, such as:
where a i is the complex amplitude of wave function ψ i which is a function of spatial coordinates r. Wave function expansions of this sort have excellent properties, such as orthogonality, compact form or discreteness of the basis. For particular coordinate systems the wave functions ψ i can be obtained by separation of variables of the differential equation. For the paraxial wave equation, the best known orthogonal modes are the Laguerre-Gaussian (cylindrical coordinates) and Hermite-Gaussian (Cartesian coordinates) modes, which can be thought of as limiting cases of the Ince-Gaussian (elliptical coordinates) modes [4] . The vector Helmholtz differential equation can be written as:
where ∇ 2 is the vector Laplacian and Ψ is a vector field wave solution. One of the best known examples of solutions of the scalar Helmholtz wave equation are the spherical harmonics, which is used to model monochromatic non-paraxial scalar waves such as sound. For the vector wave equivalent, the vector Helmholtz equation, vector spherical wave functions (VSWFs) are used to model monochromatic vector wave propagation. In spherical coordinates, (r, θ, φ), this vector problem is separable using a technique that employs the scalar wave function solution as a seed function to generate the orthogonal vector basis [5] . The orthogonal vector basis is a set of VSWFs. As the VSWFs are separable into angular and radial components and the radial components are a simple spherical wave far from the origin. These functions have features highly suited for representations of highly-focused beams and allow a purely angular representation of beams which simplified the problem of finding the weighting for the basis. The angular vector components of the VSWFs are known as the vector spherical harmonics (VSHs) and can be defined as [6] :
wherer,θ, andφ are the spherical unit vector components, Y m n is the spherical harmonic of degree, n, and order, m. Infinite superpositions of these vector spherical harmonics can generate arbitrarily shaped time harmonic electromagnetic fields in the far-field. B nm and C nm form a complete basis for a propagating linear timeharmonic vector wave in the far-field. A superposition of these wave functions yields the far-field electric and magnetic field which are:
for inward propagating spherical waves where h (2) 0 is a spherical Hankel function [7, 8] of the second kind of degree 0, Z is the impedance of the medium, and a nm and b nm are the complex weights for the wavefunctions corresponding to transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes.
The far-field momentum properties of paraxial modes can be expressed analytically in the VSWF for unapertured (i.e. not travelling through a pupil) Gaussiantype modes [9] . This is because Laguerre-, Hermite-and Ince-Gaussian (henceforth, LG, HG and IG) modes, like the functions which define the spherical harmonics, are hypergeometric functions in the far-field. The conversions between these forms can be calculated with algebraic relations [8] . However, in an actual optical system these analytical solutions cannot always be used because such systems contain apertures which introduce edge effects. In the presence of an aperture the mode weights can be found by integral transform over a spherical surface, defined by some solid angle surface ω, where:
where wavefunctions C nm and B nm are complex conjugated VSHs, dΩ is the solid angle infinitesimal, A is the amplitude of a time-harmonic electromagnetic spherical wave as a function of angle in the far-field, such that
One could also reform these integral transforms, equations (8) and (9), into a linear algebra problem and use a standard linear matrix solver which has shown excellent convergence [10] and has been successfully used for the modelling of beams used in optical tweezers [11] .
To solve for the mechanical properties of propagating radiation we will also need to calculate the linear and angular momentum obtained from the distribution of radiation. The linear and angular momentum of the vector spherical harmonic waves under the action of the linear and angular momentum operators have been calculated and have analytical solutions [12, 13] . In our work we will use this derived result to calculate the spin and total angular momentum of electromagnetic waves.
In this article we first investigate the relationship between the symmetries of highorder Gaussian beams and the VSH in the far-field where we also start constructing our electromagnetic propagation model. We follow this with a formalism of the relationships between different types of high-order Gaussian beams showing how to construct the vortex Ince-Gaussian beam modes from Laguerre-Gaussian beam modes. We also integrate the transformation matrix into our non-paraxial formalism to generate the non-paraxial Ince-Gaussian beam modes. We then investigate the energy distribution of non-paraxial modes based on high-order Gaussian beams in the presence of an aperture. We verify that we can model realistic diffraction effects via experimental investigation of an apertured Ince-Gaussian beam and compare the shape of the modes in the non-paraxial regime with those in the paraxial one. We finish the article with a discussion of the momentum properties of highly focussed high-order Gaussian beams. By investigating beams in this manner we can discuss the behaviour of paraxial modes using LG beams and their vector wave equivalent in both free-space and high resolution microscopes. Our formalism is general enough to allow extension into the analysis of beams with non-uniform (vector) polarisation and the investigation of topologies involving rotational and mirror symmetries.
2 High-order Gaussian beams, symmetries, and the vector field
Paraxial conversions between the LG and HG beams have been studied [14, 15, 16] as well as the IG family [17] . We will discuss transformations of this sort as a general class of conversions between paraxial modes and apply them to the non-paraxial regime. In the far-field limit a beam is an angular pattern of light, regardless of its representation in any particular basis. We can define our far-field high-order Gaussian mode solving a paraxial wave equation as:
where F Λ,i are the functions required by a particular geometry solving the paraxial wave equation, for i = 0, ..., Λ. For the fundamental Gaussian mode, Λ = 0 and
and it gives the first vortex (LG) mode. The degree (highest polynomial power within F (θ, φ)) of the equation, Λ, corresponds to the Gouy phase shift. f (θ) is the function parameterising the aperture as a function of angle and the Gouy phase [18] is represented by the final factor of the exponential of equation (11) . Somewhat confusingly, the mathematical term degree is interchanged with order in the field of optical physics when referring to higher-order Gaussian beams. When referring to expressions here, degree explicitly refers to the highest polynomial power of a function. In the weakly converging regime 2D diffraction theory is necessary to propagate vector solutions of the paraxial wave equation from the far-field to the near-field and to incorporate polarisation. Post-hoc vectorised solutions of the paraxial wave equation incorporating polarisation have led to useful physical insights [19, 20] but ultimately cannot accurately represent momentum distributions with arbitrary polarisation [9, 21, 22] . By utilising transformations between the paraxial and vector wave solutions, radial and azimuthal polarisation paraxial-like modes can be both generated and analysed for all the paraxial beam modes. Far from any scatterers the characteristics of a spherical wave traveling in infinite space are angular with respect to some arbitrary point. For a microscope the focus is a natural origin to pick for the optical system. In this formalism a simulated aperture must be defined as an angular filter. This implies Figure 1 : Graphical representation of a Gaussian beam at an aperture in the farfield. The mode in our computational model is scaled in the far-field coordinates so that two criteria are met: 1) that the far-field beam waist is situated at angle α and 2) the beam amplitude is confined to an area bounded by angle β.
that any propagating radiation can be defined as a function of angle; this includes Gaussian and high-order Gaussian beams. Figure 1 graphically demonstrates the key angular parameters used in our model for the computation of high-order Gaussian modes. α is the angle demarking the far-field beam waist (red) and β is the angle demarking the angular extent of the aperture (green). The focus (near-field) of the beam mode is where the beam waist cone (red) intersects the aperture cone (green) and the three arrows originate.
Equation (11) presents a starting point for modelling light propagation of Gaussian beams in a standard microscope. As a microscope typically has a circular aperture the edge effects we model should match those observed in experiments. Our functions corresponding to a constant Gouy phase shift require
where G Λ,i (u, v) are the beam energy normalised basis functions constructed out of our constituent orthogonal polynomials F Λ,j and weights c ij .
Let us now introduce the VSH. Consider a point in the far-field defined in Cartesian coordinates; by definition there are no radial components, and therefore, the transformation in the small angle approximation is given by:
which completely maps the far-field from Cartesian to spherical coordinates (for small angles). Thus we can model all kinds of arbitrarily polarised linear timeharmonic beams in spherical coordinates. This is sufficient to use as input to solve the general problem, equations (8) & (9). However, this is a time consuming and laborious process, even with numerical calculation on a modern (fast) computer. This difficulty is ameliorated by exploiting the various similarities of functions to model mirror symmetric and uniformly polarised beams. No rotational symmetry reduction can be performed for VSH as they are already an irreducible representation of rotational symmetry. A uniformly polarised LG beam can be expressed using left and right circular polarisation components, E σ + and E σ − . Left and right components of polarisation combined with the azimuthal function exp (ilφ) correspond to: m = l ± 1 in the VSH, equations (3) and (4). We can relate Jones vectors to the amount of left and right circular polarisation (in our convention the azimuthal function in our VSHs use exp (−imφ) as the azimuthal part) components with the equations:
where C l±1 is the weight of VSHs having azimuthal mode m = l ± 1. Mirror and parity symmetries for the VSH are related and can be understood by considering relations like: 2 cos mθ = exp (+imθ) + exp (−imθ) or 2i sin mθ = exp (+imθ) − exp (−imθ) which are angular component 'mirrors' of each other.
Our choice of vector spherical wave functions make it straightforward to model 'arbitrary' paraxial beam modes which were found in non-rotational coordinates. Generalised vector beams cannot be expressed so simply, as such a beam will in general require every mode. However, radial and azimuthally polarised beams are the radial,r, and azimuthal,φ components of VSWF and as a result have well defined interrelations to the VSH. 
where z is the argument of ψ (or a separable transverse coordinate of the paraxial wave equation), Λ corresponds the degree of the wavefunction, ξ is the ellipticity (continuous parameter changing polar to Cartesian coordinate systems), η is an offset to the eigenvalues. Following the methodology found in [23] we can solve the Ince differential equation [24] eigenproblem. There are two classes of stationary solutions to a wave equation: a set of symmetric eigenfunctions and a set of anti-symmetric eigenfunctions. Together these wave functions can form a complete basis over the complex field and hence can also give transverse angular momentum modes. Finding the solutions for all potential functions satisfying a Gouy phase shift (Λ + 1)π/2 is necessary and sufficient to convert between Laguerre-, Ince-and Hermite-Gaussian beam modes. Beijersbergen et al. [15] presented one of the simplest definitions of the transformation for the Hermite-Gaussain to vortex Laguerre-Gaussian beams using a standard formulation of the paraxial wave equation. Later, transformations of a similar kind were used to generate the HG ↔ IG and the IG ↔ non-vortex LG modes [17] . To construct the vortex IG modes a superposition of symmetric and anti-symmetric non-vortex modes can be used [17, 25] . From a symmetry perspective this is a completely satisfactory method of generating orbital angular momentum modes in the paraxial beam family as the 'cosine' and 'sine' modes are complementary and form a complete basis over the complex field. If we wish to represent the vortex mode conversions over the complex plane with an object, we can construct them out of vortex LG modes which have the same azimuthal symmetries as the VSWFs. In the limiting case of polar coordinates the transformation matrix should match LG modes onto themselves, thus lim
where I Λ is the identity matrix of the same size as c Λ,ξ and Λ is the degree of the orthogonal function and ξ is the ellipticity. This ensures that in the limit of no ellipticity (ξ → 0) we have the original LG modes. Our transformation can be valid when ξ → ∞, because the matrix c Λ,ξ combines symmetric and anti-symmetric wave functions and is,
where i and j are respectively the column and row index of c, sgn (2i − Λ) = 0 for Λ = 2i and b(n, m, k) is defined in equation (9) of Beijersbergen et al. [15] , n and m being replaced by a function of matrix indices i and j. Our construction of c Λ,ξ needs to have the appropriate limits of ξ for LG and HG modes and the constituent functions must satisfy the Ince differential equation. Let us label a matrix of eigenvectors for symmetric wave functions as A Λ,ξ and the matrix of eigenvectors for anti-symmetric functions as B Λ,ξ with rows ordered by descending eigenvalue which results in matrices with dimensions of length Λ/2 + 1 . The matrices A Λ,ξ and B Λ,ξ will take the real and imaginary parts of rotationally symmetric modes and transform them to the real and imaginary parts of some elliptical mode. We need to re-express the matrices in a form to act on rotational modes which have both symmetric (real) and anti-symmetric (imaginary) components. Let us define α Λ,ξ and β Λ,ξ :
where the matrix indices: i = i = 0...Λ and j = j = 0...Λ hold good for all odd Λ. In the case that Λ is even, the blocks of α and β can't be the same size as we have an odd number of modes. Instead: i = 1...Λ and j = 1...Λ and we also set B Λ,j = B T i,Λ = 0 as there is one less anti-symmetric function than symmetric functions for even Λ.
We now compute the vortex mode transformation, c Λ,ξ , by normalising the row vectors of α Λ,ξ and β Λ,ξ and adding them together:
resulting in an ordered transformation matrix such that for matrix indices i and j 
we have the desired superposition, equation (12), for Gaussian modes:
LG
where LG modes are ordered such that the standard Laguerre-Gaussian modes are p = (Λ − |Λ − 2i|) /2 and l = −Λ + 2i. Figure 2 shows the real and imaginary parts of the free-space paraxial mode field resulting from equation (25) acting on LG modes of degree 5. As the real and imaginary parts of the complex fields show, we have calculated the appropriate weightings of LG modes from the first three rows of c 5,2 to produce the IG modes. The remaining rows of the matrix are the angular momentum mirrors and will not appear any differently on this plot than the modes already displayed.
Non-paraxial Ince-Gaussian beams
The propagation of light and its other properties have been previously analysed and modelled with vector spherical wave functions [5, 26, 27, 7, 28] . The VSWF is a natural choice to use in modelling non-paraxial systems with circular apertures. In section 3 we have calculated the superposition of LG modes yielding the IG modes. We now construct the non-paraxial beam equivalent using VSH. Equations (8) and (9) relate a field pattern in the far-field to the VSH. If we consider only rotationally symmetric modes the 2D surface integrals become 1D integrals. As VSH are an irreducible representation of rotationally symmetric modes in the m (axial angular (25)). momentum) index our rotationally symmetric modes have at most one component in the VSH for each 'radial' mode n. As we wish to perform calculations for a uniform polarisation, we take the m = l ± 1 components of the VSH: a n,l±1 = i n n(n + 1)
where β is the half cone angle (see figure 1) for the extent of the aperture, and we define
and f (θ) = ( kw 0 /2) sin θ.
In its current form A represents linearly 'x' polarised beams when integrated into the vectors a and b. To rotate the polarisation around the Poincaré sphere the weights calculated from the Jones vector shown in equation (14) are used in their respective m = l ± 1 modes.
We apply c Λ,ξ to our VSH representation of LG modes:
LG j (29)
LG j
where a i and b i are the resulting sum of VSH for IG beams i from LG beams j as previously defined for equations (22) (23) (24) . Any paraxial mode can be modelled given an appropriate transformation matrix. We can compare the paraxial modes calculated from figure 2 with the non-paraxial modes (again calculated with equation (25)) in figure 3. There are two effects which can be observed in the magnitude of electric field. The first effect one would note is a reduction of amplitude visible at the focus. The second effect is a reduction in visibility between the bright and dark spots in the beam profile due to the increased contribution of the axial field component. All these effects have real consequences for how the light field locally interacts and couples to matter. For example, particular regions of the beam could have large intensity gradients and hence facilitate enhanced optical trapping. We will now show how the method described above can be used to model diffraction from an aperture. We investigate the trade off between accurate representations of the beam versus the truncation of the basis for various relative aperture sizes. Paraxial high-order Gaussian beams has the time averaged energy flux fall-off proportional to the exponential part in the transverse plane, exp(−k 2 r 2 ), we should see this in our calculation of VSWFs. The radial part of the VSWFs in our spherical wave function expansion falls off like 1/kr (in oscillator units kr) for large arguments and so we should see such energy flux scaling for extremely overfilled apertures. The VSWF basis is convergent for fields which fall off to zero at large enough distances and thus can be truncated at some maximum mode, n = n max . n max is usually estimated with the function:
kr n max (31) for small objects and beams about a wavelength in size we need up to spherical harmonics up to n 9 [29, 30] . We can in turn estimate a good estimation of the field as a function of kr using this same relation. Root finding equation (31) we can in some sense relate the mode index n 2 + (n + m) of the VSWF expansion to kr. We can observe the time averaged energy flux scaling behaviour by comparing different aperture sizes versus our truncation of wave functions. Figure 4(a) shows the suggested exponential behaviour for underfilled beams in small r limit and figure 4(b) shows the expected 1/kr energy flux fall-off for the real part of an IG Λ,i (with Λ = 5, i = 0) beam with a convergence angle of 45
• . Energy for time-harmonic waves is proportional to energy flux and thus could be used as a proxy here.
We would also like to verify that the diffraction generated by our computational model is representative of reality. To be able to simultaneously produce and measure the mode profile of the IG beam, a paraxial experimental apparatus (Mach-Zehnder interferometer) was constructed to interfere a reference wave with an apertured IG 5,5 mode constructed from a 'complex' valued phase-only hologram [31] . The IG beam was generated using a device known as a spatial light modulator which is capable of producing controllable phase shifts to impinging light with micron scale resolution. By modulating the phase shift of the beam relative to the incident laser source a phase relationship between the different parts of the beam was established. Figure 5 (a) and (c) shows the theoretical prediction of the focal plane for the overfilled IG 5,5 beam with a convergence angle of 22.5
• and aperture truncation angle at 20
• . It can be compared with a experimentally obtained paraxial simulation (using a much smaller convergence angle) to verify the edge diffraction as shown in figure  5(b) and (d) . A convergence angle of 22.5
• is sufficient to avoid most of the effects of non-paraxial wave propagation and so we expect to see broad agreement between the model and experimental paraxial result. The amplitude of the diffraction spots is small compared to the maximum amplitude. Our experimental paraxial result gives • in the a) small, b) large radial mode (n) limits as an approximate function of a) r 2 and b) kr as determined by the truncation criteria. Each curve represents the energy flux for a given extent of the far-field aperture as a function of angle as shown in the legend. a) Linear-log plot of the energy flux. Exponential fall-off occurs in the low order radial modes approximately proportional to the argument of the Gaussian function, when the aperture is extremely overfilled the mode profile is no longer Gaussian and most of the energy flux falls outside the aperture as so the Gaussian energy flux distribution and amplitude is lost. b) Log-log plot of the energy flux. For the over-filled beams 1/kr dependence dominates the energy flux contribution at low degree radial modes. For larger apertures we see that 1/kr dependence occurs at larger radial modes.
reasonable agreement between the transverse amplitude profiles. The ripple in the amplitude profile reasonably matches the diffraction predicted by the computational method. Three strong fringes appear to either side of the profile corresponding to the part of the beam most strongly cut by the aperture. The phase profiles also give good agreement but vary due to the aberrations present in the optical system.
Momentum properties of Ince-Gaussian beams
The beam modes we have chosen to investigate have angular momentum in addition to linear momentum. It's well known that an extremely weakly focussed LG beam propagating along the z-axis has (l + σ z ) , angular momentum per photon where l is the orbital angular momentum and σ z is the spin angular momentum. Knowing the precise superposition of LG modes to generate our vortex IG (vIG) modes means we can calculate the total torque for these beams using the transformation coefficients c Λ,ξ :
Let us start with the orbital angular momentum of linearly polarised beam modes. Figure 6 shows the change in magnitude of angular momentum for a linearly polarised beam with variation of the ellipticity, ξ. Fractional angular momentum occurs in Ince-Gaussian beams due to local changes in phase gradients. Unlike the case for paraxial LG beams, the ratio of angular momentum density to energy density is not uniform over the beam cross-sections leading to fractional angular momentum.
In general the magnitude of angular momentum approaches a value near Λ/2 as ξ is increased, but this is not always the case and can be explained with reference to figure 7. The three panels in figure 7 tell the following story: as the ellipticity increases from 0 the vortex at the centre of the LG mode is destroyed and splits into charge 1 vortices spreading from the centre of the beam causing a reduction in the angular momentum. As the ellipticity parameter increases further, any line discontinuities split into vortices and as a result the angular momentum begins to increase. At extreme values of ellipticity the vortices cannot move apart any further and the angular momentum stabilises. This observation is consistent with that made in [25] .
We can now study the spin component of the torque for vIG beams. It is well known that the σ z component of a Gaussian beam is not invariant under focussing. However, we cannot change the total angular momentum of the beam unless we exert torque on the lens used to focus the beam. After traversing the lens the spin figure 6 (a) at the beginning, middle and end of the reduction of angular momentum at ellipticity: ξ = 0.3, ξ = 3, ξ = 30. These three panels tell the following story: as the ellipticity increases from 0 the central vortex is destroyed and splits into charge 1 vortices spreading from the centre of the beam causing a reduction in the angular momentum. As the ellipticity parameter increases further the line discontinuities split into vortices and as a result the angular momentum begins to increase. At extreme values of ellipticity the vortices cannot move apart any further and the angular momentum stabilises. angular momentum can no longer be sufficiently quantified by the σ z component [21] . Instead, part of the original spin angular momentum travels as orbital angular momentum. This is consistent with ray models of the contribution of spin angular momentum to the torque which have been shown to give excellent agreement with the electromagnetic theory of Gaussian beams. Figure 8 shows the correspondence between the ray model of the LG beam far-field and electromagnetic modelling (using the optical tweezers toolbox [11] to calculate the spin angular momentum from the mode amplitudes) as a function of beam convergence angle for one Gaussian mode and three mode profiles of paraxial degree 5, the LG modes: LG p,l , where p = 0, 0, 1, 2 corresponds to |l| = 0, 5, 3, 1. For energy flux normalised beams the ray theory exactly matches the electromagnetic theory. This should be the case as the ray picture in the far-field is not distinguishable from electromagnetic theory and should hold for the spin component of any mode. To calculate this for any given high-order Gaussian beam we need to take a mode weighted sum of the constituent modes (LG modes) to calculate the spin for that particular beam family. In general for a nonparaxial high-order Gaussian mode our total angular momentum per photon remains unchanged. However, our non-paraxial spin component does not and the following superposition:
needs to be evaluated. The linear momentum of a tightly focussed beam can be calculated in the exact same manner as the spin angular momentum for a circularly polarised beam and should have the exact same magnitude. In the case of a weakly focussed Gaussian beam the linear momentum per photon should be close to the plane wave result: k per photon. We therefore refer back to figure 8 for the quantity of linear momentum per photon along the propagation axis. Previously it was found that at a convergence angle of 90
• both the spin angular momentum and linear momentum per photon has a minimum of 0.5 k for a tan θ (thin lens) aperture function. As a result it will not be the same as the prediction here which uses the more physical sin θ aperture function found in equation (28) . Therefore, our theoretical result for the momentum per photon for a Gaussian is approximately 0.68 k. We find that in general the linear and spin angular momentum for a high-order Gaussian beam is less than for a fundamental Gaussian mode. If we consider an infinitesimal ring we obtain momentum per photon of cos θ. This effect is therefore a predictable consequence of the increased angular distribution of light in higher-order Gaussian-type modes and large angle of incidence fields in general. 
Discussion and Conclusion
We have shown how arbitrary solutions of the paraxial wave equation can be expressed as a finite expansion of solutions to the vector Helmholtz wave equation in the presence of an aperture. Exact solutions are difficult to find for apertured systems so we have used a numerical model which means we have to meet truncation criteria to accurately reproduce paraxial-type modes using an electromagnetic analog. Our model is consistent with established theory and it displays all of the relevant optical physics including conservation of momentum, diffraction and angular momentum relations. The logarithm of energy flux distribution for Gaussian modes in our model is commensurate with r −2 for the first few dozen terms of our expansion and linear energy flux scaling with r −1 dominating for the remainder of the expansion due to edge effects from our simulated aperture. We conclude that an electromagnetic model of high-order Gaussian beams should not show any practical deviation from the ray optics predictions of the simple far-field properties of light (such as momentum per photon for uniformly polarised radiation). However, by using an electromagnetic model we can incorporate diffraction without any additional theory and have laid the foundations for the analysis of complex valued vector beam modes which cannot be easily modelled with either ray optics or scalar wave optics. It could provide insight into knotted light structures in the high NA regime as the VSWFs are a natural vortex-bearing basis. The method chosen is based on a modal representation which makes it highly compatible with scattering matrix representations of particles and matter. Therefore, our model and method has great potential application for analysis of optical micromanipulation in complex light fields such as those found in particle sorting and tweezers-stimulated structure formation.
